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PROJECT BACKGROUND
The City of Easthampton has developed this New City
Infrastructure Master Plan through funding received
through the Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) program. The document is the culmination
of a planning study for the New City neighborhood
to assess the need for and develop a master plan
for physical improvements to aged and inadequate
infrastructure (water, sewer, and stormwater),
the streetscape (walkability and ADA compliance,
green infrastructure elements, tree canopy), and
community facilities (for improved public parks
and amenities). The engineering assessments and
concept designs presented here were informed by
a community-driven, engaged design process that
brought over four dozen New City residents together
to identify the neighborhood’s most urgent needs
and develop creative and innovative designs to
move the neighborhood forward and refresh the
infrastructure and amenities of the neighborhood for
the next 100 years.

The New City Neighborhood Poses Challenges
Typical of a Complex, High-Density
Neighborhood
Easthampton’s New City Neighborhood is defined
by Lower Mill Pond to the west, Ferry Street to the
north, Parsons Street to the east, and Everett Street
to the south. The neighborhood was originally
developed by West Boylston Manufacturing Co.
as a residential housing area for workers in what
are now known as Easthampton’s Pleasant Street
Mills. The New City neighborhood is one of the
City’s most densely-developed areas. New City has
a high concentration of low to moderate income
residents, and a significant renter population. The
interior streets of the neighborhood are primarily

residential, with scattered commercial businesses
located on Lincoln Street and Parsons Street. While
most streets are narrow, Lincoln Street is wide and
frequently used as a cut-through route connecting
Everett Street to Ferry Street, which contributes to
speeding and safety concerns in the neighborhood.
Most residences lack off-street parking. The
neighborhood sits at the top of slope above Lower
Mill Pond, and on-street parking and drainage-driven
erosion, particularly along the length of Emerald
Place, have caused a loss of vegetation, exacerbating
ongoing erosion and gullying which has repeatedly
undermined the slope, leading to a need for repairs
and management by the Department of Public
Works.

Underground Infrastructure Upgrades are
Integral to Improving the Neighborhood

Buried infrastructure in New City is original and
generally known to be deficient or, in some cases,
failing. Replacement and updating of the utilities
is necessary, and needs to be undertaken prior
to or in tandem with more planning-oriented
improvements to the streetscape and community
facilities to prevent future disruption or damage
to these surface improvements when repair to
the failing infrastructure is inevitably necessary.
Streetscape improvements and other neighborhood
amenities don’t mean anything if you have to dig
them up in three years to replace the underground
infrastructure. New City needs approaches that are
creative, yet cost-effective, and which can be phased
into the neighborhood over the course of the next
5-15 years.
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Future-Focused Planning Must Include
Adaptation and Resilience to Climate Impacts

As we think about New City’s next 100 years, we
know we need to plan, not only for today’s needs,
but for the needs of the future. The drainage system
in New City is known to be out of date with current
standards. In addition to updating the drainage
network and catch basins, a green infrastructure
approach will take advantage of the City’s sandy
soils to infiltrate water in place and prepare
to accommodate the larger and more intense
precipitation events that are expected to increase
over the coming decades. Green infrastructure, also
referred to as “green stormwater infrastructure” or
“low impact development (LID)” is an alternative
approach to traditional stormwater management
that encourages the infiltration of stormwater
into the ground close to where precipitation falls,
similar to what naturally happens in undeveloped
areas. New City is a logical focal point for potential
green infrastructure and community improvements
because of its high degree of impervious surface,
the age of its infrastructure, and its residential
population, which includes many climate vulnerable
individuals. The best approach to climate resilient
drainage in these types of neighborhoods is to use
dispersed small practices throughout the municipal
right-of-way that are designed to handle stormwater
runoff from more frequent rain events and to buffer
the impact from large storm events by slowing the
input of stormwater into adjacent waterbodies (in
this case Lower Mill Pond) and providing treatment
to remove sediment/solids and nutrients. Dispersed
green infrastructure captures rainwater close to
where it falls, which also helps avoid puddling that
can be problematic in a dense neighborhood.
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Cost-effectiveness and Ease of Operations and
Maintenance are Key

By virtue of the sheer volume of infrastructure in
the City, keeping up with maintenance over time
will always be a challenge, and well-designed, upto-date systems make life easier for City staff and
residents alike. The recommendations in this plan
focus on improving the level of service and ensuring
that systems are simple for DPW staff to maintain.
One challenge in New City is that the existing
infrastructure was not constructed with very many
shut off valves, which makes the systems difficult to
work on without disruption of service to a significant
portion of the neighborhood. Updates will include
additional valves that will allow the City to better
isolate any problems and conduct future repair
work with minimal impact to service of the existing
residents.

An all-over infrastructure update for New City offers
an ideal opportunity for the City to re-envision these
spaces as we begin to address infrastructure needs
coupled with green infrastructure and nature-based
climate resiliency approaches that will improve
the streetscape, beautify the neighborhood,
improve walkability and accessibility and offer
new community amenities. It is important that
neighborhood residents be engaged and involved
in directing what those amenities look like so that
they add real value for the residents of New City
and are used by the population they’re intended
to benefit. It’s also very important to understand
where residents’ concerns lie—in New City, access
to sufficient parking is bound to be a key topic of
concern. Working with residents to develop a plan
that adds new amenities while ensuring that existing
needs are also met (or improved upon) has been key
to making this a successful planning process.

Creating Neighborhood Amenities for New City
Creative Planning, Design, and Funding
Starts with the Residents of New City
Strategies are Critical to Successful
The New City neighborhood includes two public
Implementation
parcels: 1) Parsons Street Park—a 1/8th acre lot
currently containing a metal toddler swing set
and two benches, with a newly installed Valley
Bike Share station—which is operated by the
Easthampton Parks and Recreation Department and
has historically been underutilized due to the lack of
amenities. 2) An approximately 1.2-acre site at 10
Lincoln Street that was retained by the City from the
original Parsons Street School property, which was
sold for redevelopment as housing in 2015. The site
is currently unused but offers a prime opportunity
to establish a community garden, neighborhood
park, or other amenities in the heart of a walkable
neighborhood.

The master plan developed through this project
will be critical to the long-term successful
implementation of improvements in New City. First
and foremost, a long-term plan and project phasing
approach is necessary to ensure cost-effective
construction. Given the scope of improvements
to be made throughout the neighborhood,
implementation will likely take place in multiple,
discrete phases. Integration of the underground
infrastructure upgrades with the aboveground
streetscape and neighborhood amenities work is
crucial to success, so that projects can be completed
in a logical order that controls costs and limits the
3

need for any future re-work or reconfiguration,
and so that the parts of various phases fit together
functionally and aesthetically. When it comes to
leveraging funding for implementation projects,
creative planning and design that incorporate
key funding agency priorities, such as climate
resilience, nature-based solutions, and benefits for
environmental justice communities, will position the
City to effectively pursue a wide array of additional
state and federal implementation funding.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS &
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
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SEWER SYSTEM
Existing Conditions:

2. Three areas in New City are served by sewer
Key Recommendations:
lines
that
run
through
backyard
easements
Sewer conditions throughout New City were
• Upsize and replace the transmission sewer from
rather
than
under
the
street
in
the
City
rightassessed by performing closed-circuit television
the intersection of Everett and Parsons north all
of-way. This occurs between Harrison Avenue
(CCTV) inspections and assigning structural ratings
the way to the head of the wastewater treatment
and
Emerald
Place,
between
Oakdale
Place
to each section of sewer line in accordance with the
plant (WWTP) at the intersection of Gosselin Drive
and Dartmouth Street, and between Lincoln
National Association of Sewer Service Companies
and the Manhan Rail Trail.
Street
and
Harrison
Avenue.
Of
these
three
Pipeline Assessment protocols. Approximately
locations, only the sewer line between Harrison • Identify a future replacement and maintenance
11,000 feet of sewer infrastructure was assessed
Avenue and Emerald Place is easily accessible
approach for the three areas of backyard sewers.
throughout the neighborhood.
for inspection and maintenance. The easements
Several potential options can be explored and
Sewer infrastructure was graded according to the
over the remaining two sewer lines contain a
must be weighed to find the best option that
urgency for replacement, with red indicating areas of
variety of obstacles that have been constructed
accounts for cost to the City and to residents
most immediate concern, orange indicating areas in
in the easement over time, including fences,
as well as functionality and ease of long-term
poor condition with defects that will become urgent
sheds, etc. These obstacles interfere with access
maintenance:
in the foreseeable future, yellow indicating areas
and maintenance and will make replacement
– Clear easements of obstacles, fencing, etc. and
in fair condition but with moderate defects that
and updating of the system significantly more
maintain in cleared condition for perpetual access.
will continue to deteriorate, and green indicating
challenging.
Replace sewers in existing locations. If the City
portions of the sewer pipeline with only minor
Ultimately,
due
to
the
age
of
the
infrastructure
pursues this option, affected residents will be
defects.
in the neighborhood, and the outdated materials
provided with ample advance notice to plan for the
In addition to prioritizing replacement areas based
currently in use for sewer piping, it is a given that the
relocation of any objects or structures (fences, etc.)
on pipe condition, two additional major deficiencies
sanitary sewer should all be replaced, so the primary
that have been constructed within the City right-ofwere identified through the sewer system
takeaway from these evaluations and ratings is to
way
assessment:
prioritize the areas of greatest need and develop
– Relocate backyard sewers to the City right-of-way
1. Significant capacity deficiencies on Parsons
a phased master plan. The City’s intent is to use
under the adjacent streets.
Street. A 15-inch sewer siphon and two 8-inch
appropriate phasing to gradually update the entire
• Detailed evaluation will be necessary to determine
sewer lines come together at the intersection
system while avoiding the need for costly emergency
whether sufficient distance and elevation change
of Parsons Street and Everett Street and are
repairs and interim replacements as much as
exists to connect sewer lines from the existing
channeled into a single 12-inch pipe that runs
possible.
lateral exiting the rear of each home, around the
along Parsons Street. Additional sewer lines feed
side of each home, and into the street to maintain
into the Parsons Street sewer as it continues
the existing in-home connection and gravity feed.
to travel northward along the east edge of
the New City neighborhood and toward the
City’s wastewater treatment plant. Insufficient
capacity in the Parsons Street sewer line results
in surcharging.
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• If gravity feed is not feasible, two additional
options remain:
◦ Grinder pumps and force mains to collect
sewerage from the residences to the sewers
in the street on Dartmouth, Oakdale, Harrison
Lincoln, and Emerald Place. This entails
additional cost and perpetual maintenance
burden for the City.
◦ Homes can be required to relocate their sewer
connection from the rear of the home to the
front. This may require significant interior
plumbing work at homeowner expense.
Funding to cover the expense of this work may
be available to low- and moderate-income
homeowners.

• All other sewer piping should be gradually
replaced in conjunction with upgrading of the
remaining infrastructure and pavement. Schedule
for replacement should be based on the sewer
condition ratings and coordinated with the
necessary phasing of water replacements.
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WATER SYSTEM
Key Recommendations:

Existing Conditions:
Water pressures throughout New City were assessed
by opening hydrants one-by-one and flowing them
for a short period of time to monitor whether there
was a significant loss in pressure when the hydrant
was opened. Going into the study, the City had no
information to document water pressure, but it
was assumed to be poor. This was not found to be
the case. Throughout the neighborhood, pressures
in the system were found to be appropriate, with
readings of 100 psi found in much of the system. This
level of water pressure is considered excellent, and
is sufficient to provide for the existing connections in
the neighborhood. In fact, due to higher than typical
pressures, most homes have pressure reducing
valves installed to reduce the flow entering the
home. The distribution system is flushed annually by
the Department of Public Works, which has generally
kept it in good working condition and free of any
obvious or major defects in the distribution piping
network.
Residents have occasionally complained of low
pressure within individual homes. Based on the
results of the water system assessment, these
isolated issues are likely occurring either at the
pressure reducing valve at the home, or somewhere
within the in-home water piping. Based on
neighborhood age, much of the interior plumbing
is likely aging and constructed of galvanized or lead
pipe. Often, this type of piping has tuberculation
(narrowing of the pipe inside diameter due to
deposition of solids) which results in lower flows and
pressures in homes. These issues can be further
assessed and addressed by homeowners working
with a plumber inside their homes.

• Asbestos cement water pipes are considered safe
The piping in the neighborhood distribution system
while intact and undisturbed, but are subject
was generally in acceptable condition and consists of
to breakage during earth moving or vibrations
a mix of 4-inch, 6-inch, 8-inch and 12-inch pipe that
associated with utility work and paving operations.
is made of either asbestos cement or cast iron. The
For this reason, it is recommended that all water
piping in the system is original to the neighborhood,
distribution piping be gradually replaced and
putting it at approximately 100 years old, and there
upgraded to modern materials as other utilities
are not many valves in the system. The City has four
are being replaced. *Note that there will be
(4) types of fire hydrants in the neighborhood. Most
hazardous waste disposal fees associated with
are of types that date to the mid-1960s through the
removal of the existing asbestos cement pipe
early 2000s. Select hydrants are Chapman models;
which will increase construction costs.
these are considerably older, and were not operated
during the assessment due to concern about their
• The system within the neighborhood has a mix
age and poor condition.
of piping sizes. As replacements take place,
the minimum size of piping to be used moving
The system’s age, the condition of the existing
forward should be upgraded to 8 inches and all
hydrants and the limited existing valving within the
replacement pipe material should be ductile iron.
system will make necessary modifications to the
system more difficult to complete due to the limited • Streets with aged Chapman hydrants in poor
ability to isolate portions of the system without
condition should be considered highest priority for
losing service to customers during construction of
replacement. This includes Dartmouth and Exeter
improvements.
Streets. Considering the water system in isolation,
hydrant condition is the key factor which should
dictate replacement priority.
• Limited valving in the system makes it difficult
to isolate problem areas during maintenance or
minimize the number of outages if improvements
are needed. The proposed construction phasing
has been planned to allow the City to install
additional insertion valves. As noted above,
limited existing valves will make replacement
more disruptive, but the proposed improvements
will ultimately provide increased ability to isolate
parts of the system and provide better future
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capabilities to conduct repairs and maintenance
while disrupting service to the smallest number of
residences.
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TREE AND CANOPY COVER
Existing Conditions:

Key Recommendations:

A total of 12 trees were identified within or next to
streets in the New City right-of-way and an additional
31 trees were tallied within the Lincoln Street Parcel.
Of the 12 street trees, nine are large trees along
the west edge of Emerald Place. The remaining
three are distributed with one at Exeter and Parsons
Street, one in Parsons Street Park, and one opposite
63 Emerald Place. The 31 trees in the Lincoln Street
Parcel are located in the woodlands south and west
of the existing circular drive and along the north
boundary abutting Federal Street. Nine of the street
trees and 19 of the trees within the parcel were
found to be in good condition. A total of four trees
were found to be in sufficiently poor condition that
removal was recommended.

• Pruning of deadwood and/or crown weight
reduction by a certified arborist is recommended
for certain of the existing trees to limit risk
associated with future breakage and maintain tree
health.

Canopy cover within the neighborhood interior is
sparse and primarily derives from private trees in
back/side yards and the wooded area in the Lincoln
Street parcel. The only other canopy cover in New
City is along the west side of Emerald Place where
large maple and ash trees border the road and
woodland to the west at the top of slope above
Lower Mill Pond.

• Additional tree planting should focus on increasing
canopy cover to increase shade and reduce urban
heat island effects, as well as increase uptake of
stormwater and enhance neighborhood aesthetics.
• Based on the existing neighborhood layout,
specific tree planting locations were identified
along Glen Cove Place as it slopes down to
Emerald Place, at the west end of Exeter Street.
• Proposed green infrastructure improvements will
create additional locations for increasing canopy
cover, particularly in the bioretention belt along
the proposed multi-use pathway on Lincoln Street
and in tree box filters proposed on several of the
interior streets.
• Tree planting choices should consider insect and
disease susceptibility, especially invasive pests,
and environmental factors—both at the macro
scale (warming temperatures, drought, excessive
moisture and temperature extremes) and
microenvironments (exposure to the elements,
wind patterns, soil quality, and available sunlight).
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STREETS AND SIDEWALKS
Existing Conditions:
The New City neighborhood is in need of significant
investments to address the aging pavement and
poor condition sidewalks that are near-ubiquitous
throughout the neighborhood. Roadway surfaces
are aging and cracked, with numerous patches that
exacerbate issues with poor drainage and ponding.
Drainage problems have in turn led to erosion of
road edges, creating a cycle of worsening conditions.
New City was designed with sidewalks, making the
area very walkable. However, due to age and lack of
maintenance, poor sidewalk conditions do not meet
modern accessibility standards. Curb ramps are
missing at most intersections, very few crosswalks
are fully compliant, and many curbs and crossings
are heaved or cracked, posing hazardous conditions
to users, especially seniors, disabled persons, and
parents with strollers.
Inspections of pavement, curbing, sidewalk,
crosswalk, and ramp conditions were conducted
to document and rate the condition of pavement,
curbing, sidewalks, and crosswalks throughout the
neighborhood, with particular attention paid to
documenting areas of non-compliance with respect
to accessibility standards under the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA compliance), and gaining an
understanding of connectivity issues both within the
neighborhood and between New City and adjacent
areas of Easthampton.
As expected, roads, sidewalks, and curbing
throughout the neighborhood were documented as
being in poor condition.

• The interior streets (e.g., Oakdale Place and
Clinton Street) were found to have the worst
conditions.
• The outer streets (e.g., Ferry Street and Everett
Street) were generally in better condition, with
Parsons Street having the worst conditions among
the outer streets.
• Most ramps throughout the neighborhood were
not compliant with the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) standards for accessible design.
• Sidewalk conditions along Emerald Place – a
highly-used street by pedestrians – were deemed
of the highest priority to address issues with
missing sections/gaps in the sidewalk. A section of
sidewalk was also missing linking Lincoln Street/
Broderick Street with Everett Street.
While surface conditions are poor, the phasing of
upgrades to sidewalks and road surfaces is flexible
relative to that of underground infrastructure,
where order of replacement is dictated by
connecting valves and the necessity of tying new
and old networks together. For this reason, the
recommended phasing of surface upgrades is
dictated in this plan by the logical phasing required
for underground utility upgrades. As with other
infrastructure in the neighborhood, the City’s
ultimate goal should be to upgrade all streets and
sidewalks gradually over the course of the coming
5-15 years.
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Aside from sidewalk condition, several important
connectivity concerns exist within New City and
between New City and other parts of Easthampton.
Public stakeholders identified the importance of
Emerald Place as a key green corridor and preferred
walking space for the larger neighborhood.
Residents also expressed frustration with the
difficulty of connecting from New City (via Emerald
Place) to Ferry Street and the Easthampton Mills
and bikepath to the north, or to Everett Street and
downtown to the south.

Easthampton New City Neighborhood Infrastructure Master Plan
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Key Recommendations:
• Recommendations for streets and sidewalks must
address not only the condition of infrastructure,
but also enhance connectivity for residents and
address social, recreational, public safety, public
access, and equity concerns.
• All roads should be resurfaced and existing
sidewalks reconstructed to modernize surfaces and
bring curbing, ramps, sidewalks, and crosswalks
into full ADA-compliance.
• New sidewalks are proposed in two key locations
where none currently exist:
– Along the west end of Broderick Street where a
connection to Everett Street is missing.
– Along the west edge of Emerald Place where the
sidewalk currently ends, forcing pedestrians into the
roadway or onto the shoulder.

• Conversion to one-way traffic is proposed for
three streets in order to create additional space
to manage drainage problems through green
infrastructure, formalize parking to meet on-street
parking needs, and maintain or improve pedestrian
connectivity networks through the neighborhood:
– The north-south section of Emerald Place is
proposed to become one-way northward to Lincoln
Street, where two-way traffic will resume between
Lincoln Street and Ferry Street.
– Clinton Street and the east-west section of
Emerald Place will become one-way to complete a
logical circuit with the northward flow of Emerald
Place and allow space for formalized parking and
implementation of green infrastructure within the
existing right-of-way.

• A full redesign of Lincoln Street is proposed to
incorporate a multi-use pathway, calm traffic
speeds, and improve connectivity along the northsouth axis of the neighborhood and beyond New
City to the bike path (see detailed design concept
on pages 30-35).
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STORMWATER DRAINAGE SYSTEM
Existing Conditions:
The New City neighborhood sits at the top of slope
above Lower Mill Pond, and drainage-driven erosion
from increasingly frequent large storms, particularly
along Emerald Place, has caused a loss of vegetation,
ongoing erosion, and gullying which repeatedly
undermine the slope. These growing drainage
problems are well-known and much talked about by
residents and DPW alike, particularly along Emerald
Place where sinkholes have opened and the sidewalk
partially collapsed within the last few years. DPW
has attempted repairs and management, but a more
holistic and long-term solution is needed to protect
the road, drainage system, pond, and adjacent
private properties.

These drainage problems ultimately stem from the
density and high impervious cover built into the
neighborhood’s original design, which leave little
room for stormwater to infiltrate into the ground.
The existing drainage system was never intended
to accommodate the precipitation patterns we are
seeing today, which consist of increasingly intense
precipitation events that bring large volumes of
stormwater during a short period of time. Drainage
and erosion problems will persist and worsen with
increasing precipitation unless something is done to
revamp the neighborhood layout and incorporate
new drainage patterns

Lack of off-street parking worsens the situation
along Emerald Place, as residents park at the top
of slope and attempt to self-manage drainage and
erosion problems to protect their vehicles, further
destabilizing the slope and transporting sediment
and other pollutants into Lower Mill Pond.
Elsewhere in the interior of New City, absence or
deterioration of curbing contributes to erosion
problems on Glen Cove Place and adjacent to
gravel driveways and parking areas such as those
on Broderick Street. Stagnant water and sediment
linger on the pavement in numerous places where
aged pavement has cracked, sunk, or been patched.
Ponding in turn worsens the cycle of heaving and
cracking particularly during winter freeze/thaw
cycles, creating unsafe conditions for motorists
and pedestrians. No catch basins or drainage
management is present at all on Harrison Avenue.
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Key Recommendations:
• Provide improved drainage through a hybrid
green/gray infrastructure approach. Easthampton’s
soils are generally very good for infiltration,
but limited space in a densely-developed
neighborhood like New City typically means that
green infrastructure practices work best in tandem
with a gray infrastructure system that is sized to
handle overflow during large rain events.
– Recommended green infrastructure practices
included in the conceptual drainage layout
are intended to maximize available space and
accommodate as much of the stormwater runoff
from a 10-year storm as possible.
– The accompanying underground drainage networks
will be designed to accommodate overflows during
larger storm events.

• The recommended approach to climate resilient
drainage in this type of neighborhood is to
use dispersed small practices throughout the
municipal right-of-way that are designed to handle
stormwater runoff from more frequent rain events
and to buffer the impact from large storm events
by slowing the input of stormwater into adjacent
waterbodies (in this case Lower Mill Pond) and
provide treatment to remove sediment/solids and
nutrients. Dispersed green infrastructure captures
rainwater close to where it falls, which also helps
avoid puddling that can be problematic in a dense
neighborhood.

– Repeating treebox filters are proposed for several
interior streets. Treebox filters accomplish multiple
goals by adding shade and canopy cover as well
as infiltration capacity integrated with updated
sidewalks. ADA-compliant grates can be used
to allow for accessible navigation adjacent to
treeboxes.
– Curbed bioretention planters are proposed on
other streets (Maine Avenue, Parsons Street) where
existing space allows, and are shown interspersed
with formalized on-street parking configurations
where new traffic patterns are recommended
(Clinton Street, Emerald Place).

• Reduce impervious cover on the slope linking Glen
Cove Place to Emerald Place. Install a triangular
bioretention planter as a center island where
Glen Cove Place and Dartmouth Street come
together. Install additional infiltration areas or
vegetated swales along both sides of the roadway
leading down the slope, and at the base of the
slope adjacent to the existing catch basin. These
approaches will both decrease stormwater runoff
from this area and slow the remaining stormwater
runoff to decrease potential for erosion and
sediment transport.

• Utilize the City’s existing standard engineering
details in the Easthampton Green Infrastructure
• Reduce impervious cover through significant
Master Plan and incorporate features such
narrowing of the roadway along Lincoln Street,
as sediment forebays into dispersed green
with curb extension planters at the mid-block
infrastructure practices for easy cleanout and
crosswalk and repeating curbside bioretention
maintenance.
planters and treebox filters along Lincoln Street for
increased infiltration and increased shade along
• Additional detailed hydrologic modeling and
a new multi-use path (see detailed concept for
field infiltration testing will be required during
Lincoln Street on pages 30-35).
engineering design to properly size underground
stormwater drainage systems.
• Integration of bioretention planters along the top
of slope between Emerald Place and Lower Mill
Pond. The proposed concept design for Emerald
Place includes a landscape belt and bioretention
areas integrated with formalized parking (see
detailed concept for Emerald Place on pages 3639).
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RECOMMENDED NEIGHBORHOOD GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE LAYOUT

MATCH LINE
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MATCH LINE
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CONCEPT DESIGNS
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NEW CITY PUBLIC PARK SPACES
The New City neighborhood currently contains two public parcels. Public input collected in November 2021 indicated a desire to increase the amenities offered
in these public spaces, to provide activities and resources within the spaces for a wide variety of resident user groups including different age groups, and to
coordinate the two spaces (which are nearly adjacent) such that they function together to provide this suite of uses without excessive duplication.

PARSONS STREET PARK

LINCOLN STREET PARCEL

Site Description

Site Description

The existing park at the corner of Federal Street and
Parsons Street has traditionally been underutilized.
The 1/8th acre lot currently contains a metal toddler
swing set and two benches, and a bike share station
was recently installed and formally opened in April,
2021. The property is operated by the Easthampton
Parks and Recreation Department. Stormwater
runoff from both Federal and Parsons Streets flows
toward catch basins at the intersection, making
the park an ideal location to capture and infiltrate
rainwater before it enters the storm drainage
Parsons Street Park, existing conditions
system. The park does not have significant canopy
cover; large stumps remain where mature trees have
been removed over the years. The sidewalk adjacent
to the park serves as a school bus stop location, so
children and parents gather along Parsons Street to
wait for the bus. Fencing exists along the interior
sides of the park, but there is no separation between
the park and either street, a condition that poses a
concern for parents.

The approximately 1.2-acre site located at 10 Lincoln
Street was originally part of the larger Parsons Street
School property. When the school building was sold
in 2015 for private redevelopment into apartments,
the City retained the remaining portion of the parcel
with the intent of ultimately creating a green space
within New City for use by the community. The site
is currently unused and consists of a circular drive
around a central grass island. Entrance to the site
from Lincoln Street is via a broad, paved driveway.
Informal connectors consisting of degraded asphalt
and gravel/dirt exist between the vacant parcel and
the neighboring Parsons Place apartments and are
used as a vehicle cut-through. A section of degraded
pavement lies between the Parsons Place parking
area and the circular drive at 10 Lincoln Street.
Stormwater runoff from the apartments is directed
to a catch basin within this degraded paved area.
Stormwater runoff from the driveway currently flows
toward the center of the site, into existing catch
basins. There are a number of existing trees along
the west end of the space, providing some canopy
in the center of the neighborhood. In the winter, the
space has historically been utilized by the City for
snow storage to get snow off of the narrow streets
during major storms. It also serves as informal
parking during snow-related parking bans when
residents are not allowed to utilize on-street parking.

Lincoln Street Parcel, existing conditions looking
toward Lincoln Street
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What we heard from the public:
• Desire for updated playground equipment with
natural elements to foster creativity; not just
another plastic play structure
• Interest in educational elements such as
pollinator gardens, historic markers reflecting the
neighborhood’s industrial past
• Requests for lighting for evening park use, but with
the important note that lighting must be kept low
and unobtrusive to avoid shining into neighbor’s
homes
• Need for varied activities in public spaces to serve
as yard substitutes for the many homes in New
City with minimal or no outdoor space; need to
appeal to a wide range of age groups, from young
children and families, to teens, to adults

Residents comment on early concepts for the parks

City Planner, Jeff Bagg, welcomes neighbors to the
“Walkshop” event

Residents gather in Lincoln Street Parcel during the
“Walkshop” event

Residents gather in Parsons Street Park for the
“Walkshop” event

• Strong interest in maintaining these spaces as
neighborhood parks that would primarily benefit
local residents and be accessed on foot/bicycle,
rather than by car
– Various residents also expressed interest in featured
elements such as a splash park, ice rink, or dog park.
We note that these requests were heard by the City,
but are not included in the proposed concepts due
to concerns around safety/maintenance and the fact
that such features would inherently draw a broader
audience, contributing to congestion, parking
conflicts with residents, and generally detracting
from the goal of serving New City residents as the
primary user group
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PARSONS STREET PARK
Proposed Concept
• Due to the small size of the parcel and proximity
to busy streets, playground equipment will be
removed from Parsons Street Park and housed at
the larger, more enclosed Lincoln Street Parcel.
Activities at Parsons Street Park will be refocused
around activities for teens or adults, along with
natural landscaping features that might be utilized
by anyone, including as informal play spaces for
young children.
• A proposed ADA accessible concrete path winds
through the park, past bench seating and a
cantilevered shade structure.

• The rain gardens will be designed to receive
• Additional neighborhood input could inform
stormwater drainage from curb cuts capturing
development of educational signage to highlight
stormwater runoff from Federal Street and Parsons
neighborhood history or develop a series of
Street with stormwater flows conveyed under the
storyboards between the two park spaces.
sidewalk via ADA-approved grates to direct water
• The concept also includes consideration of an
into the rain gardens where it can infiltrate into the
easement which would provide space for a
ground.
potential future connector walkway along the
• New tree plantings frame the edges of the space
south edge of the park and the edge of the
and also provide canopy cover and shade to the
Parsons Street Apartments property to formally
center of the parcel, providing a cool respite on
link Parsons Street Park with the new park space
hot days, enhancing stormwater uptake, and
on the Lincoln Street parcel.
helping to reduce urban heat island effects.

• Privacy between the park and the immediate
• Lawn games and game tables offer a variety of
private neighbor to the west would be provided
activities, potentially including concrete bag toss
either via maintenance of the existing evergreen
courts, dominoes/checkers/chess tables, and other
vegetation or construction of a new privacy fence.
similar activities. Users will supply their own game
pieces to avoid the need for on-site storage or
• Low site lighting would illuminate paths and
concerns over lost/damaged equipment.
provide evening usability, but avoid shining at or
into adjacent homes and becoming a nuisance.
• Nature-based landscaping includes a landscape
berm for informal seating or play and to add
• A covered bus stop waiting area is located along
interest to the landscape. A wildflower walk
Parsons Street to provide shelter for families as
provides low-maintenance natural beauty
they wait for the school bus.
pollinator habitat along the west edge of the
park. Three rain gardens with native plantings add • Potential exists to explore the use of solar panels
on or near the shade structure and bus stop to
interest and beauty to the landscape and help to
power path lighting and provide a charging station.
create a visual and sound buffer between the park
and neighborhood.
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PARSONS STREET PARK: PROPOSED CONCEPT
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LINCOLN STREET PARCEL
Proposed Concept
• Park access is expected to be primarily via foot
• Due to its larger size and more enclosed nature,
or bicycle traffic from the neighborhood and
the new park on the Lincoln Street Parcel was
will link to the proposed multi-use path along
selected to house playground structures for young
Lincoln Street. A small parking lot along the
children, along with a suite of additional uses
existing entrance drive provides enhanced ADAto make this space friendly and appealing for all
accessibility and 8 total parking spaces. This will
ages. As noted above, concepts include a potential
allow for some off-street parking during snow
future connection between the two parks.
bans.
• Multiple new paths provide options for walking.
• New utility connections will allow for access to
water at the community gardens, as well as low,
downward-directed path lighting for evening
use without impact to neighbors. On-site power
will also allow for availability of electricity at the
event space for sound systems, additional lighting,
Varied recreation spaces include natural spaces
etc. As above, potential for solar power can be
and open space for picnicking or free-play, themed
explored
nature-inspired play structures for young children,
• As at Parsons Street Park, cantilevered shade
and a half-court basketball court.
structures and trees are introduced throughout
Additional game tables replicate the dominoes/
the space to provide shaded seating and enhance
checkers/chess offerings available at Parsons Street
the overall canopy cover and shade in the interior
Park and double as spaces for adults to gather and
of the New City neighborhood. Tree locations
relax while children play nearby.
have been strategically selected to avoid shading
28 community garden plots are proposed at
the community gardens as they mature.
the sunny northeast corner of the site, with an
• Site transformation will begin with removal of the
adjacent garden shed for storing equipment.
existing degraded pavement; reduced impervious
A gravel event space near the park entrance
cover on the site will inherently improve drainage
offers opportunities for neighborhood gatherings
in the adjacent areas and reduce stormwater
or special events such as a farmers market, tag
runoff.
sale, concert, displays of childrens’ art, etc. In the
winter, this gravel space doubles as emergency
snow storage for the City to maintain this vital
existing function of the Lincoln Street parcel.
All areas are served by an ADA-accessible walking
path, with 7.5 laps through the site creating a 1
mile circuit. Additional stepping stone paths and
narrower walkways provide options for site access
and frame different spaces within the park layout.
•

•

•

•
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• Rain gardens are proposed along the east edge
of the new park to manage stormwater runoff
coming from the Parsons Street Apartments
property; additional rain gardens are proposed
along the west edge of the parcel to infiltrate
stormwater from adjacent Maine streets and from
within the park itself.
• As plans progress, the City will consider
opportunities to reflect New City neighborhood
history. E.g., residents suggesting naming the new
park after longtime neighborhood resident Sophie
Swierez (maiden name Plaza)
• The Lincoln Street park can be built out in phases
to best accommodate available funding. A first
phase should remove degraded pavement and
develop the park utilities infrastructure, with other
elements of the surface layout able to be phased
in over time.
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LINCOLN STREET PARCEL: PROPOSED CONCEPT
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LINCOLN STREET CORRIDOR
Site Description
While most streets in New City are very narrow,
Lincoln Street is unusually wide and frequently used
as a cut-through route connecting Everett Street
to Ferry Street, which contributes to speeding and
safety concerns in the neighborhood. Residents
noted that this corridor is popular with kids on
bicycles, but these safety concerns generally make
parents and caretakers uncomfortable with allowing
children to ride along Lincoln. Existing sidewalks
are located only on the west side of the street, and
terminate before connecting to Everett Street to the
south. Lincoln street is primarily residential, with
scattered commercial businesses along the east side
of the street. Several businesses and residential
properties have wide curbcuts for pull-in parking
or other unique parking arrangements. These wide
entrances break up sidewalk connectivity, and in
some places, unpaved parking areas contribute to
erosion and sedimentation concerns that ultimately
impact both the roadway and the stormwater
drainage system.

Existing crosswalk near Lincoln St. and Maine Ave.

Existing road width and missing section of sidewalk

Private gravel parking area along Broderick St.

Existing erosion at edge of road
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Proposed Concept
• Reconfigure Lincoln Street within the existing
City right-of-way to provide for improved
pedestrian and multi-modal access through the
neighborhood, while incorporating traffic-calming
and improved drainage and increased tree cover.
• An 8-foot wide multi-use path is proposed to be
constructed along the east side of Lincoln Street,
with the path separated from the roadway by a
5-foot wide landscape belt.
• Existing travel lanes will be reduced to 10-feet
wide, consistent with standard lane widths. The
narrowed travel pathway will reduce speeds along
Lincoln Street.
• Integrated green infrastructure will be built
into the landscape belt, including both curbed
bioretention planters and treebox filters and curb
extension planters at the mid-block crosswalk.
Collectively, these features will increase infiltration
of stormwater, increase canopy cover and shade
along Lincoln Street and along the new multi-use
path, contribute to traffic calming, and provide a
green corridor through the neighborhood center.

• Accommodations are included in the conceptual
layout to replicate existing commercial parking
uses where access to the existing parking
configuration will be altered by the proposed
pathway (e.g., along the side of the Advanced
Restoration Group facility).
• The existing 5-foot wide sidewalk along the west
side of Lincoln Street will be replaced/upgraded in
the same location, and extended along Broderick
Street to establish the missing pedestrian
connection to Everett Street.
• Raised crosswalks and a new stop sign at the
intersection of Lincoln Street and Emerald Place
will further enhance safety and facilitate traffic
calming.

• Approximately 18 new trees are proposed along
the Lincoln Street corridor.
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LINCOLN STREET CORRIDOR: PROPOSED CONCEPT
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LINCOLN STREET CORRIDOR DETAILS
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EMERALD PLACE
Site Description
Drainage problems along Emerald Place are widelyknown and a source of frustration for residents and
the City alike. Ineffective and uncontrolled drainage
and associated erosion have led to development
of sinkholes along the slope between the roadway
and Lower Mill Pond, and sections of the sidewalk
have collapsed over the past few years. The City
has attempted repairs and management, but a more
holistic and long-term solution is needed to protect
the road, drainage system, pond, and adjacent
private properties. Lack of off-street parking
worsens the situation, as residents park in the dirt
at the top of slope, further destabilizing the slope
and transporting sediment and other pollutants into
Lower Mill Pond.

environment along Lower Mill Pond. However,
current conditions are dangerous for pedestrians,
cyclists, and drivers due to the narrow roadway, lack
of sidewalk, and haphazard parking situation at the
top of the slope. The roadway and sidewalk are also
threatened by ongoing climate hazards as heavy
precipitation events exacerbate existing drainage
and erosion problems. There is no curbing along
much of Emerald Place, which causes stormwater
to run across the road edge and over the slope,
undermining the stability of both the roadway
surface and the slope itself.
Parking at top of slope

At the same time, due to the density of the New
City neighborhood, Emerald Place hosts the only
existing mature tree canopy cover in New City’s
right-of-way, which makes it an important asset for
residents in the neighborhood as a shaded walking
and biking corridor and provides the potential for
it to serve as a respite for neighborhood residents
in increasing heat. A recent neighborhood-wide
inventory counted just 12 public street trees, most
of which are located on Emerald Place, and public
input during our November “walk-shop” event
highlighted that Emerald Place is highly sought
out for passive recreation because it is the most
natural environment in New City and provides
the only access to shade and connection with the

Existing road conditions and erosion at top of slope
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Existing drainage patterns on Emerald Place

Existing parking areas off-street at top of slope

Looking south at end of existing sidewalk

Ponding around catch basin at Emerald Place and
Lincoln Street
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Proposed Concept
•

Conversion of Emerald Place to one-way traffic is •
proposed to create space for a more functional
and safer configuration that improves safety,
addresses parking needs, and provides safe
pedestrian access.

•

The existing sidewalk at the north end of the
street will be moved to the opposite side of
the road to connect to the proposed multi-use
path on Lincoln Street and provide continuous
connection to Ferry Street, and ultimately the
Manhan Rail Trail.

•

From Lincoln Street southward, a new sidewalk
will be constructed along the top of slope
and continuing to Clinton Street, where it will
connect with an unpaved trail through the
woods to Everett Street.

•

Parallel parking will be formalized between the
sidewalk and travel lane, providing access to
approximately 28 parking spaces.

•

A 5-foot wide tree belt will be established
between the sidewalk and parallel parking,
allowing for installation of green infrastructure
and establishment of a vegetated buffer and
or vegetated swales to facilitate infiltration of
stormwater. Curbing will direct stormwater
to control erosion and direct stormwater to
infiltration areas.

•

Engineered slope stabilization is expected
to be necessary at certain areas of existing
slope failures and where soil conditions are
not appropriate to support the roadway/
sidewalk without reinforcement. Nature-based
stabilization techniques will be utilized as much
as possible to maintain a natural appearance
to the slope and introduce additional native
vegetative cover.

•

In addition to slowing stormwater runoff and
reducing slope erosion, native vegetation and
proposed green infrastructure will provide
significant filtration capacity to remove sediment
and nutrients from stormwater to reduce
pollutant inputs into Lower Mill Pond and help
protect the water quality and habitat of the
pond.

•

The path layout and location of green
infrastructure will be planned to preserve
existing mature trees and incorporate additional
tree canopy cover along the top of slope.

•

The City will also explore opportunities for pond
access via trails, a canoe/kayak launch point, or
similar.

Several larger areas of rain garden/bioretention
are proposed along the sidewalk to create visual
interest along the walking path, enhance habitat
along the top of slope, and provide additional
stormwater management capacity via green
infrastructure.
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EMERALD PLACE: PROPOSED CONCEPT
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FERRY STREET CONNECTION
AND POCKET PARK
Site Description

Proposed Concept

The lack of sufficient connection into or out of
New City to reach the mill district and bike path
or the downtown area is a significant concern for
New City residents. It is currently quite difficult to
connect from New City (via Emerald Place) to Ferry
Street and the Easthampton Mills and Manhan
Rail Trail. A new extension to the bike path was
installed in 2021 which extends to within 150 feet
of Emerald Place. However, to make the connection
under existing conditions, residents must cross
Ferry Street immediately east of the bridge, which
offers very poor sight lines, then re-cross the road
approximately 130 feet further west. Traffic along
Ferry Street and poor sidewalk and crosswalk
conditions make this dual crossing especially
challenging and pose safety concerns for many
users, and particularly for individuals with mobility
issues. The existing bridge carries Ferry Street over a
dam associated with the Ferry Street Mill buildings,
making expansion of the roadway to support a
sidewalk difficult.

•

Install a pedestrian bridge connector from
Emerald Place to the bike path extension along
Ferry Street. Further engineering evaluation
and design will be required to determine how
such a bridge would need to be configured to
safely cross the existing dam without risk to that
structure.

•

Establish an overlook or pocket park with
benches and signage at the southwest corner
of Ferry Street and Emerald Place with views of
Lower Mill Pond.

•

Include raised crosswalks at the intersection
of Emerald Place and Ferry Street in both the
north/south and east/west directions to facilitate
all-around improved pedestrian access and
safety into and out of the neighborhood.

•

Consider providing an improved sidewalk
connection eastward along Ferry Street up to
Parsons Street (note that the City is currently
investigating improvements to the Parsons
Street/Ferry Street intersection which may
facilitate this connection).
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FERRY STREET CONNECTION AND POCKET PARK: PROPOSED CONCEPT
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WHAT’S NEXT FOR NEW CITY?
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NEXT STEPS
This Master Plan is step one in a long-term plan to
improve the reliability and function of infrastructure
throughout the New City neighborhood. The
plan will guide further detailed design and
implementation efforts for phased improvements
over the course of the next 5-15 years. New City
infrastructure upgrades will be the focus of the
City’s Community Development Block Grant funding
requests for the next several years. The City will
also be seeking to leverage other funding sources to
more rapidly advance implementation of the Master
Plan, targeting certain projects as they match up
with funding program priorities.

Robust Public Process and Consensus Building
is Key to the Proposed Master Planning Effort

Easthampton City staff believe in the value of
meeting people where they are to increase the
accessibility and equitability of project engagement
efforts, put residents at ease, and demonstrate
commitment to the community being served.
Residents and other neighborhood stakeholders can
expect many more opportunities to engage in the
design process as specific projects move forward.
Stay tuned for opportunities to:
• Contribute input to refine project goals and
define specific community needs and wants.
• Learn more about the project to understand
existing conditions and possible changes for the
future.
• Hear directly, and in real-time, from project
leaders and experts.

• Discuss the project (asking questions, receiving
answers and offering information and feedback)
with other citizens, project leaders and designers.

These catalytic projects will be pursued in parallel as
top priorities for implementation and funding. Each
is likely to appeal to particular funding sources: e.g.,
parks funding for elements of the public spaces;
• Offer opinions, comments and additional
specialized funding for establishing safe routes to
information that can be used as the project team school; or climate resilience funding for certain
gathers information and formulates detailed
drainage improvements and green infrastructure
solutions and project plans.
projects to offset the impacts of a changing climate.
• Be part of consensus building to define the future These funding sources and associated timelines
are likely to dictate the actual implementation
of New City.
timeframe for these complex, transformative
Roadmap for Implementation
projects. While implementation schedules may differ
Four key projects are at the heart of the New City
between the projects, when all pieces are in place,
Infrastructure Master Plan and will provide the
the foundation for a cohesive vision for New City will
structure and foundation for a revitalized New City
be set.
Neighborhood. Collectively, these projects address
Simultaneously, the City will be embarking on a
both the core infrastructure issues that threaten
systematic phasing plan to complete upgrades to
the neighborhood, as well as the expressed needs
and desires for improved connectivity and access for the interior neighborhood streets. The general
residents. The results of these efforts will be shared approach for implementation will be to complete
spaces and physical amenities enhancing interaction neighborhood upgrades one street at a time. To
among neighbors across all age groups and walks of minimize costs and avoid disrupting the same street
life built upon an enhanced infrastructural backbone season after season, when a street is upgraded, all
utility upgrades (sanitary sewer, water, underground
and growing the new City Neighborhood character.
drainage system) and surface work (repaving,
• Upgrade Parsons Street sewer line capacity
sidewalk and curb upgrades, green infrastructure)
will be conducted at once. Interior streets will
• Provide a safe connection to the rail trail and
be prioritized based on the areas with the worst
improve multi-modal access and connectivity via
conditions for underground utilities or areas where
the Lincoln/Emerald/Ferry Street route
critical utility upgrades are required in order to
facilitate safe and efficient construction in other
• Address slope stability, drainage problems,
areas or minimize disruption of services. Based on
parking, and walkability on Emerald Place
these conditions, the initial expected phasing of
• Develop an integrated neighborhood parks
interior streets is as follows:
complex with offerings for all age groups
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A. Exeter Street
B. Dartmouth Street
C. Federal Street
D. Oakdale Place
E. Harrison Avenue
F.

Clinton Street

G. Maine Avenue
H. Ferry Street
I.

Everett Street

This phasing plan is subject to
adjustment based on funding
success for the priority projects,
which may necessitate adjusting
the order of street-by-street
updates to provide the highest level
of service or complete utility tie-ins
and interconnections between
streets. As implementation
progresses, the City is committed
to keeping residents apprised of
why certain projects are moving
forward when they are.
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OVERALL MASTER PLAN
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